Functional Neurological Disorders (FND) are complex and prevalent neuropsychiatric conditions. Importantly, some patients with FND develop acute onset symptoms requiring emergency department (ED) evaluations. Historically, FND was a “rule-out” diagnosis, making assessment and management in the ED difficult. While the rapid triage of potential neurological emergencies remains the initial task, advancements have altered the approach to FND. FND is now a “rule-in” diagnosis based on validated neurological examination signs and semiological features. In this perspective article, we review signs and semiological features that can help guide the initial assessment of FND in the acute setting. Thereafter, we outline potential approaches to introduce a suspected diagnosis of FND to patients in the ED, while emphasizing the need for a comprehensive neurological evaluation. Physical and occupational therapy may be useful adjunct assessments in some individuals. Notably, clinicians in the ED setting are important members of the interdisciplinary approach to FND.
(e.g., video electroencephalography [EEG]) to reach a diagnosis of exclusion. This approach discourages ED-based clinicians from considering FND in the differential diagnosis. However, FND is no longer a “diagnosis of exclusion” due to the emergence of specific physical signs and semiotic features which can be screened for and recorded during routine bedside clinical examinations.\textsuperscript{8–10} The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders was revised for its fifth edition (DSM-5) in 2013 to emphasize identifying positive features, predominantly on neurological examination, that are typical of FND.\textsuperscript{9} This revision also dropped the requirement of an acute (proximal) psychological stressor, which may not be consistently identifiable or present. Another change in the diagnostic criteria for FND was the removal of the need to explicitly exclude malingering or feigning. This is based in part on the clinical difficulties present in “ruling-out” the diagnosis of malingering, as well as consensus clinical impressions that the vast majority of patients with FND do not have clearly overlapping characteristics with the intentional falsification of symptoms for an obvious secondary gain.\textsuperscript{11} In addition, patients with FND do not generally overlap with factitious disorder (the falsification of symptoms without obvious secondary gain but rather based on an unconscious motivation, e.g., to assume the sick role).

There are many nuances to the neurobiopsychosocial formulation of FND that are beyond the scope of the ED setting (briefly discussed later and elsewhere\textsuperscript{10}). Nevertheless, some FND patients have low adherence rates to appropriate outpatient referrals, raising the need for emergency physicians and allied clinicians to remain informed of the latest clinical understanding of FND and to advance an interdisciplinary approach to the assessment and acute management of FND. As one example, patients with FND were 10 times more likely to not show for FND-related outpatient care if newly referred from the ED in comparison to other clinical settings.\textsuperscript{12} ED clinicians should feel encouraged to entertain a suspected diagnosis of FND and empowered to communicate early diagnostic impressions to the patient where appropriate. Prior to reaching this stage, however, proper triage and workup for potential neurologic emergencies is necessary, and caution should be taken to avoid prematurely diagnosing FND.

In this perspective article, we first illustrate a typical case of an individual with FND presenting to the ED. Thereafter, we review clues in the history and bedside physical examination that can raise the index of suspicion for a FND diagnosis. We use a transdiagnostic approach in this article that cuts across the spectrum of motor FND (including functional weakness, FMD, and PNES), given that many individuals present with mixed symptoms at the time of the evaluation and those with one symptom cluster can develop new symptoms over the course of their illness.\textsuperscript{13,14} We also highlight that performance of a limited psychiatric screen may be important to detect acute precipitating mental health factors (major depression, acute suicidality, alcohol or substance misuse, etc.) that warrant concurrent triage and management. While differences in neurological training among physicians based in the ED may limit the ability to make a diagnosis of clinically established FND, the emergency room physician may be empowered to share with patients their early diagnostic impressions of a suspected FND diagnosis using transparent, nonjudgmental, and empathic language. Introducing a working diagnosis of FND to the patient, in a “rule-in” fashion as one would for other medical-neurological diagnoses, may aid patient engagement in outpatient care and allow neurologists and/or neuropsychiatrists the opportunity to subsequently provide a definitive FND diagnosis and an individualized treatment plan. A major goal of this article is to help train clinicians based in the ED to look for, recognize, and accurately document physical examination signs and semiotic features supportive of FND. This will aid a more comprehensive neurological differential diagnosis in the emergency room setting, with subsequent transition to either inpatient or outpatient care.

Vignette—Mrs. A (Initial Presentation and Evaluation)

Mrs. A is a 34-year-old female with a history of tension-type headaches and fibromyalgia who presented to the ED with sudden onset weakness of the right arm and leg and numbness of the right face, arm, and leg that began after bumping her head at home against a cabinet. A stroke protocol was activated upon her arrival and a noncontrast head CT showed no sign of acute intracranial injury; head CT and neck angiogram were negative for large vessel occlusion. Her blood pressure was 135/85, heart rate 95, blood glucose 110. Examination revealed hyperactivation of the left lower facial musculature, moderate weakness of her right arm and leg, and downward drift (without pronation) of her right arm. Sensation to light touch was reduced on her right face with splitting at the midline, and patchy areas of numbness in her right arm and leg did not clearly follow a dermatomal distribution. She was offered tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) but declined due to concern of hemorrhage. During the discussion, she was tachypneic and diaphoretic, appeared anxious, and expressed concern that she was dying. She was given intravenous lorazepam while further workup was initiated, including a urine drug screen, basic metabolic profile, and complete blood count. When she was evaluated by a consulting neurologist 30 minutes later, her elemental neurologic exam had improved but nonetheless showed collapsing weakness in the right deltoid, a positive right Hoover sign, continued midline-splitting facial sensory loss, and an entrainable postural tremor. During the examination, the neurologist pointed out the functional examination signs to the patient—her collapsing weakness, directly right of midline sensory loss, and the modifiable rhythm of her hand tremor with volitional movements of the contralateral hand.

The Clinical History in Suspected Functional Neurological Disorder

While the clinical history is nonspecific for a diagnosis of FND, certain clues may help raise one’s index of suspicion.\textsuperscript{15} With regard to FND overall (including functional weakness,
FMD, PNES, and functional sensory symptoms), several key aspects of the history may be useful. A prodrome resembling a panic attack or dissociative experience may precede symptom onset (e.g., tachycardia, diaphoresis, dyspnea or derealization, depersonalization), even without the affective experience of panic or fear. Sudden onset with maximal severity at onset can also be seen in some individuals with FND. Patients with FND may also suffer from other functional medical comorbidities, including irritable bowel syndrome, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, and other chronic pain disorders. Neurologic comorbidities may include intellectual disability, history of mild traumatic brain injury (TBI), or epilepsy, among others. Psychiatric comorbidities may include depression, anxiety (generalized anxiety disorder or panic disorder), posttraumatic stress disorder, and personality disorders. Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis concluded that stressful life events and maltreatment are substantially more common in those with FND than in healthy controls. This often includes emotional neglect and sexual or physical abuse, but also other psychosocial stressors such as interpersonal difficulties. Notably, it is generally unnecessary to inquire about past childhood abuse in the emergency setting, unless readily disclosed by the patient in the context of a screening for active affective symptoms. While this information can be useful in the assessment and management of FND, it is generally more appropriate for inquiry in the outpatient setting with a provider who will follow up the patient longitudinally. Also, common in FND is a history of similar prior presentations with spontaneous resolution or other medically unexplained events. Thus, if ED time constraints allow, it may be appropriate to ask the patient about previous encounters with medical professionals and what impressions were communicated about the symptoms. Patients given a diagnosis of FND frequently have difficulty understanding or accepting the diagnosis, and may verbalize this as such. These elements are briefly summarized in Table 1. In the case of Mrs. A., history was limited based on the rapidity of stroke protocol. However, it is notable that she developed sudden unilateral sensorimotor symptoms after a triggering event of low impact (bumping her head on a cabinet), a connection that is atypical for acute stroke but has been commonly described in FND presentations.

### History—Psychogenic Nonepileptic Seizures

While PNES shares several historical features with other FND subtypes, certain features may raise the index of suspicion specifically for PNES, and may aid in distinguishing PNES from epileptic seizures (ES). Demographically, PNES patients are more likely to be female (75%) than male and tend to first present during late adolescence to early adulthood. Though comorbid depression and anxiety are associated with PNES, these are also associated with ES and cannot be used to distinguish PNES from ES. By contrast, having a personality disorder (particularly cluster B or C) is more common in PNES vs. ES. Additionally, a retrospective analysis of 280 patients found that patients with PNES were more likely to have functional somatic syndromes (fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, chronic pain syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome) and medical illnesses with chronic intermittent attacks (asthma, migraine, gastric reflux) than ES patients. Notably, men with PNES report significantly lower rates of physical abuse (7 vs. 32%) and sexual abuse (3 vs. 30%) than women. Finally, a history of TBI has been associated with PNES, including in military veterans. While severe TBI may predispose to ES, mild TBI is commonly associated with PNES.

### History—Illness Beliefs

Beyond common characteristics of symptom presentation, history taking may also reveal certain illness beliefs. As mentioned earlier, patients will often have seen several doctors for their symptoms. Reluctance to accept an FND diagnosis may be associated with a belief that their doctors are missing something. They may also feel strongly that a particular treatment (e.g., an antiepileptic drug) is important for their symptoms based on this belief despite evidence to the contrary. The challenging nature of FND diagnosis and

### Table 1 Clues in the history of a possible functional neurological disorder diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Historical elements</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporal course of symptom evolution</td>
<td>• Sudden onset: often associated with a triggering event (such as physical injury, panic attack, medical procedure, medication side effect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent motor and panic-attack features</td>
<td>• Prodromal (warning) symptoms for onset including tachycardia, diaphoresis, dyspnea, and tremulousness, often without the affective experience of panic or fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbid medical and psychiatric conditions</td>
<td>• Medical comorbidities: irritable bowel syndrome, chronic fatigue, fibromyalgia, and other chronic pain disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Neurological comorbidities: intellectual delay, mild traumatic brain injury, epileptic seizures, migraines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Psychiatric comorbidities: depression, anxiety (generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder), posttraumatic stress disorder, and personality disorders (particularly clusters B and C); common but non-specific for a functional neurological disorder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Stone and Carson.!
treatment can lead to frustration with and mistrust of the healthcare system, despite high healthcare utilization. Thus, an empathetic interviewing style is paramount to proper history taking, communication of the diagnosis, and eventual treatment planning (particularly after a time sensitive, limited triage has already occurred and the clinician can return to interview the patient in less hurried fashion). This interview style can be accomplished by taking an inventory of patient symptoms (as several symptoms are often comorbid with FND) and inquiring about functional limitations or quality of life.

**History—Screening for Acute Safety Concerns**

As a final note on history taking for FND in the emergency setting, psychiatric screening for high-acuity symptoms (e.g., suicidality) or other issues that could necessitate treatment considerations (e.g., drug/alcohol misuse) is generally warranted; a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation in the ED, however, may not be indicated in those who screen negative for high-acuity psychopathology. It may also be appropriate to inquire if the patient is currently in treatment with a mental health professional, as this is relevant for gauging discharge needs.

**Neurological Exam**

The neurological exam is the core element used to make a diagnosis of FND. The recognition of several neurological examination signs which can be identified at bedside has heralded the transition of FND from a “rule-out” diagnosis to a “rule-in” diagnosis. A seminal review by Daum et al sheds light on the validity of such exam elements and serves as a key reference. Exam findings can often be subtle, however, and warrant close observation and practice to avoid misdiagnosis; thus, the specificity of signs may be reduced in individuals showing “marginally” positive signs or when performed by clinicians who have more limited expertise (and confidence) in performing and interpreting neurological examination findings. Specific signs on examination for FND are described in detail later and summarized in Table 2.

**Functional Motor Deficits**

The Hoover sign is based on the notion of synergistic contraction of the hip-related musculature. Normally, voluntary hip flexion performed with full effort on one side is associated with involuntary contralateral hip extension. A positive Hoover sign is identified on the supine patient in one of two ways: (1) if the patient complains of weakness of hip flexion—the examiner places a hand under the normal leg while the patient is asked to flex the “weak” leg at the hip. Absence of any hip extension (downward pressure) felt in the examiner’s hand while the patient is asked to flex the contralateral side indicates functional weakness of the patient’s affected side. (2) An alternative approach that highlights a cardinal element of functional weakness, internal inconsistency, can be performed by having the examiner place his/her hand under the heel of the “weak” leg, and ask the patient to first extend their “weak” leg and push down into the examiner’s hand. After verifying appreciable diminished strength, the examiner can then keep his or her hand in place while also asking the patient to flex his or her contralateral normal leg (as seen in Fig. 1). The presence of significant improved hip extension strength in the weak leg felt by the examiner indicates functional weakness. Notably, the Hoover sign can also be performed in the seated position, by placing one’s hand on the top portion of one thigh and the other hand underneath their hamstring muscle to simultaneously test for hip flexion and contralateral leg extension (yielding 85.8–97.3% sensitivity and 95.7–99.9% specificity).

Collapsing or give-way weakness is another validated sign of functional weakness (53.9–71.5% sensitivity, 89.4–99.1% specificity). This is based on the observation that a patient can demonstrate normal strength of an extremity for a moment during the examination; however, they are unable to sustain full power and the muscle group being tested seems to “collapse” or “give-way” against the examiner’s resistance during confrontation muscle testing. The test should be interpreted with caution, however, as it may also be present in patients with pain (pain-limited weakness), true fatigability, or difficulty following instructions. When appreciating collapsing/give-way weakness on examination, in can be helpful to ask the patients if they are in pain, as the absence of pain helps solidify the link between detection of this sign and a working diagnosis of functional limb weakness.

Motor inconsistency is another common exam finding indicative of functional weakness. Simply put, motor performance varies in two different situations testing the same muscle or muscle group. A classic example is the apparent paralysis of one leg when examined directly; however, it is noted subsequently that the patients can lift their leg to reposition themselves in bed or even stand up and cautiously ambulate independently following the examination. Similar to the Hoover sign and collapsing weakness, this is a finding with low sensitivity (2.3–41.6%) but high specificity (85.3–99.9%) for functional weakness.

Hemifacial overactivity is often mistaken for facial weakness. It consists of unilateral orbicularis oris or oculus hypercontraction, accompanied by platysma contraction and jaw deviation. As in the vignette, Mrs. A. exhibited hyperactivation of the lower facial musculature which, given the drooping appearance, can be confused for facial weakness.

**Functional Sensory Deficits**

Functional sensory symptoms may be identified by neurologic examination and are often, but not exclusively, present with signs of functional weakness. Several “rule-in” signs have been identified in the literature for functional sensory deficits; however, not all are highly specific and thus they should be interpreted with caution.

Midline splitting is the loss of sensation of the entire body with a sharp demarcation at the midline, even on the trunk.
This is considered functional since cutaneous branches of intercostal sensory nerves overlap from the contralateral side, making sensory loss from traditional neurological conditions occurring 1 or 2 cm from the midline. However, one exception is in the case of thalamic lesions from stroke or tumor, which may lead to midline truncal sensory splitting.  

Vibratory splitting is another midline functional neurological sign, where vibration sensation is felt to differ from one side to the other and often suddenly changes at the midline when tested over a continuous bony prominence. As vibration is conducted through bone, if vibration sensation is tested on the forehead or the sternum, in general it should be perceived evenly on both sides. This test is sensitive (73.1–

Table 2 Specific neurological examination signs and semiological features for functional neurological disorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional neurological sign</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional weakness signs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoover sign</td>
<td>Functional hip flexion: Absent contralateral hip extension when prompted to flex affected leg. Functional hip extension: Presence of hip extension in affected leg when prompted to flex unaffected leg (best interpreted by demonstrating that initial hip extension weakness on direct confrontation testing can be overcome (improved) by having the patient flex their contralateral leg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collapsing/Give-way weakness</td>
<td>Full strength evident briefly on exam, but limb collapses from normal position thereafter; strength suddenly gives way to sudden collapse during testing. Caution in interpreting this sign in the presence of pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency</td>
<td>Motor performance of a muscle or muscle group varies between two tests, or between objective testing and observation of motor performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemifacial overactivity</td>
<td>Unilateral orbicularis oris or oculus or platysma contraction, and jaw deviation often mimics an upper motor neuron pattern for facial weakness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional sensory signs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midline splitting</td>
<td>Hemisensory loss of entire body sharply demarcated at the midline, particularly on the trunk or forehead. Caution to not miss a possible thalamic lesion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibratory splitting</td>
<td>Vibratory sensory loss sharply demarcated at midline of the frontal bone or sternum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonanatomical sensory loss</td>
<td>Sensory loss not conforming to known neuroanatomical distributions, e.g., anterior truncal level without posterior truncal level, unilateral stocking/glove pattern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistency</td>
<td>Sensory symptoms fluctuate across serial exams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional movement disorder signs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor variability/distractibility</td>
<td>Marked variability in frequency, rhythmicity, and pattern of movements; improvement, pauses in tremor or resolution with distraction or when attention directed away from affected limb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor entrainment</td>
<td>Functional unilateral tremor adopts rhythmicity of unaffected limb during paced volitional movements of unaffected limb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee buckling</td>
<td>Knees buckle with standing or ambulation, rarely leading to falls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astasia-abasia</td>
<td>Markedly exaggerated compensatory and uneconomical movements, often with flailing arms appearing to be unstable, however, demonstrating significant degrees of preserved coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragging monoplegic gait</td>
<td>Patient with unilateral leg weakness drags leg behind them like inanimate object, often with internally or externally rotated foot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychogenic nonepileptic seizure semiologic features</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long duration</td>
<td>Duration over 2 min. Use with caution, as alternative is status epilepticus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluctuating course</td>
<td>Intervening pauses, waxing/waning event tempo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific ictal movements or characteristics</td>
<td>Asynchronous or side-to-side movements, pelvic thrusting (can also be seen in frontal lobe seizures), ictal crying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye closure</td>
<td>Often against resistance of examiner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased ictal awareness</td>
<td>Postictal recall of information presented ictally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postictal features</td>
<td>Absence of postseizure confusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to external stimuli</td>
<td>Bystanders may be able to alleviate or intensify the ictal event.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Perez and LaFrance et al,6 McKee et al,10 Stone and Carson,15 and Daum et al.38
99.7%) but not very specific (7.3–23.7%)\textsuperscript{39,42,43} and the phenomenon has been identified in other rare neurologic conditions (ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke involving ventroposterior thalamus,\textsuperscript{44,45} corona radiata,\textsuperscript{46} paramedian dorsolateral pons,\textsuperscript{47} lenticulocapsular region,\textsuperscript{46,48} and parietal lobe\textsuperscript{49}); therefore, it should be used with caution.\textsuperscript{43}

Nonanatomical (dermatomal) sensory loss is a heterogeneous phenomenon in which patterns of patient’s sensory loss do not fit a known neuroanatomical distribution. One study demonstrated 100% specificity of this finding for FND, although the finding was not well defined.\textsuperscript{50} Classically reported nondermatomal sensory loss patterns include truncal symptoms with an anterior (but not posterior) level, sharply demarcated boundaries near the groin or shoulder, or unilateral stocking/glove as seen in – Fig. 2. Inconsistency and non-reproducibility of the sensory examination findings is another commonly studied functional sensory sign.\textsuperscript{40,50} A different neurological condition such as stroke or tumor should produce relatively static sensory deficits. Logically, if sensory symptoms change throughout the exam, functional sensory loss may be considered. However, this may represent a pitfall as rapidly changing sensory symptoms may be present in conditions such as myelopathy, acute polyneuropathy, migraine, seizure, or transient ischemic attacks.\textsuperscript{51}

Functional Movement Disorders

FMD can be challenging to diagnose given the resemblance to other movement disorders. As with other FND subtypes, there are signs on examination to look for and attempt to elicit. These include variability and inconsistency in the frequency, rhythm and direction of tremors, abnormal movements that show features of entrainment, or resolution with distraction, among other features.\textsuperscript{52,53}

Tremor variability and distractibility are specific signs for functional tremor.\textsuperscript{54} The hallmark of the movement disorder examination is visual inspection, including at rest, in specific postures, and during performance of instructed movements. Unlike patients with Parkinson’s disease who show a highly reproducible resting tremor of 3 to 5 Hz, patients with functional tremor show marked variability in the frequency and direction of abnormal movements. In addition, functional tremor often becomes more symptomatic when attention is directed toward the tremor and less so during conversation or while the patient is distracted (e.g., when asked to draw a circle with the unaffected limb). Published videos of individuals with FMD showing a highly variable and distractible tremor are available in the article by Thenganatt and Jankovic.\textsuperscript{55}

Tremor entrainment is a commonly identified feature indicative of a functional tremor. Patients are asked to
copy a rhythmic movement with their unaffected limb such as paced finger tapping movements or opening and closing their hand, and the affected body part adopts (or entrains to) the rhythm of volitionally performed movements in the unaffected hand. Alternatively, the affected limb ceases to exhibit abnormal movements, or the patient is unable to copy the rhythmic movement properly despite being asked to do so in the unaffected limb. Several excellent teaching videos of tremor entrainment are available by Roper and colleagues. Our patient (Mrs. A.) exhibited this feature during the evaluation.

FMDs may also present with abnormal gait. In the large case series of 279 patients with FMD by Baik and Lang, 36.6% had a mixed movement disorder including a functional gait, whereas 5.7% presented as an isolated functional gait disorder. When presenting as a purely functional gait disorder, the most common signs include knee buckling and astasia-abasia. Knee buckling occurs during standing or with ambulation but rarely results in falls, while astasia-abasia is the demonstration of markedly exaggerated and uneconomical compensatory gait-related movements which, by their presence, demonstrate significant preservation of corticospinal and gait-coordination mechanisms. Caution should be used, however, with relying upon these signs as they have not been validated. In addition, knee buckling can be seen in patients with chorea, while astasia-abasia can rarely occur in patients with thalamic or suprathalamic lesions which cause inability to stand, also known as thalamic astasia.

A dragging monoplegic gait, a subtype of functional gait disorder, can be seen in some individuals with unilateral functional leg weakness. It characteristically appears as if the leg is being dragged behind the patient like an inanimate object. The foot may be internally or externally rotated (as in Fig. 3), and the patient may try to assist the leg during transfers to the exam table by using both hands. One study identified this sign as poorly sensitive but nearly 100% specific for functional gait. It can be contrasted with the hemiparetic gait that is observable in poststroke patients, which is characterized by asymmetry associated with hip extension and adduction, knee extension, and ankle plantar flexion and inversion.

Psychogenic (Dissociative) Nonepileptic Seizures

Several studies have investigated the ictal semiology that may distinguish PNES from ES. A retrospective analysis of 34 primary studies detailed that the following clinical signs during ictal events reliably favored PNES over ES: long duration (>2 minutes), fluctuating course (e.g., with intervening pauses, waxing/waning event tempo), asynchronous or side-to-side movements, pelvic thrusting, eye closure, ictal crying, postictal recall of information presented ictally (i.e., preserved ictal awareness), and absence of postictal confusion. Notably, urinary incontinence or tongue biting are nonspecific for either diagnosis. Additionally, the ability of bystanders to intensify or alleviate the event favors PNES over ES. That an event of longer duration is more likely to signify PNES than ES is significant, as an extended psychogenic event may be misdiagnosed as status epilepticus. One analysis found that an event length of 123.5 seconds was the optimal threshold to diagnose PNES, with 65% sensitivity...
and 93% specificity. Furthermore, the authors of this study noted that if an event lasted at least 5 minutes, its odds of being PNES over ES are 24 times higher.62 This information should be used with caution; however, as an alternative to PNES in this situation is status epilepticus which is a neurological emergency. Documenting in the medical chart that an individual has a confirmed history of prolonged PNES events (nonepileptic status epilepticus) may help prevent iatrogenic injury from unnecessary urgent medical procedures such as intubation. Although some studies show that patients with PNES can have multiple stereotyped events, studies comparing PNES with ES have found that the stereotypy or variability of a patient’s events is insufficient to distinguish PNES from ES.61,65,66

Most of the aforementioned semiologic features were delineated using video EEG recordings. However, when considering the diagnosis of PNES in the acute emergency setting, the best information available may be eyewitness account or first-hand observation of an event. One study prospectively interviewed eyewitnesses of seizures to document six clinical signs that distinguished PNES from ES (preserved awareness, eye flutter, modulation by bystanders for PNES; abrupt onset, eye opening/widening, and postictal confusion for ES). The authors found that eyewitness reports of these clinical signs were inaccurate and not statistically different from guessing.63 Nonetheless, a pilot study using eyewitness questionnaires found that the observation of closed eyes and side-to-side head movement by eyewitnesses was potentially highly specific (100% specific, 66.7% sensitive) for PNES versus ES.67 A six-item semiologic bedside diagnostic tool for PNES has been proposed by a study that aimed to facilitate bedside diagnosis by first responders, taking into account the feasibility of identifying certain clinical signs in an acute setting.68 (see also Table 2).

The expertise of clinical personnel is yet another variable that affects PNES diagnostic accuracy. Empirical investigations have indicated that neurologists fare better than non-neurologists, including emergency medicine providers.69,70 Fortunately, studies also suggest that accuracy of diagnosing PNES (including by first responders and emergency providers) can be improved through targeted educational programs, by viewing more seizures on video, or otherwise by directed training in detection of relevant functional semiologic features.68,69

Finally, it is worth noting that patients with epilepsy may also have psychogenic seizures, and that patients with a history of PNES can also have ES. The co-occurrence of PNES and ES is approximately 10%,71 although estimates vary widely.72 Some patients with combined PNES/ES have ES for years before they develop a psychogenic event. Compared with patients with ES only, studies suggest that those with PNES/ES have ESs that are shorter and originate more often in the right hemisphere, in addition to higher depression and anxiety scores.73

**Other Aspects of Emergency Department Evaluation**

**Acute Assessment Steps**

FND symptoms which prompt ED evaluations mimic other neurologic emergencies such as stroke or seizure. Such presentations should be triaged as they would normally to avoid misdiagnosis, delayed treatment initiation, and ultimately unnecessary morbidity or mortality.

**Stroke**

In the case of Mrs. A., a stroke protocol was appropriately activated, and she was evaluated for thrombolytic therapy in
parallel with her evaluation for FND. It is well known that tPA administration in stroke mimics carries substantially lower risks than in true strokes. Thus, presentations suggestive of stroke can be treated as such when the diagnosis of FND remains clear.

**Seizure**
Another common situation prompting emergency treatment is seizure. Early administration of intravenous antiepileptic drugs for suspected ES is recommended by the American Epilepsy Society. Status epileptics has been reported in up to 30% of adults with ES, and carries substantial morbidity. While the morbidity of nonepileptic psychogenic status has scantily been studied, it is thought to be lower than that of its epileptic counterpart—and is commonly linked to iatrogenic complications. PNES does have several semiotic features (outlined earlier) that are commonly distinguished from ES, although some epilepsy subtypes can be mistaken for PNES. Frontal lobe epilepsy is known to present with often bizarre appearing seizures which may include bicycling movements of the legs, asynchronous movements, or pelvic thrusting. Therefore, withholding treatment of seizure under the suspicion of PNES should be done with significant caution (particularly if the patient has not previously received a diagnosis of PNES), despite the known morbidity of antiepileptic drugs.

**Communicating a “Suspected” FND Diagnosis**
When a diagnosis of FND is suspected, the physician has reached a critical point of discussion and therapeutic benefit with the patient. It is well known that FND can be perpetuated (in part) by illness beliefs, and thus lack of education about the diagnosis may contribute directly to prolonging illness. The physician who strongly suspects FND has the responsibility to initiate the conversation with the patient about the diagnosis and help facilitate their understanding, just as if it were any other neurologic condition. This is also to prevent the patient who receives an appropriate workup in the ED setting from leaving with the sentiment “they did all these tests that came back normal, yet they didn’t tell me why I can’t walk.” The unique challenge of FND is that its assessment requires neuropsychiatric expertise that may not be available in the acute setting. Furthermore, neurological assessments themselves even when performed by well-trained neurologists in the ED are frequently rapid, time-limited evaluations focused on ruling-out acute neurological emergencies.

Given these challenges, it is understandable that the prospect of delivering a diagnosis of FND in the ED setting is met with some reluctance and caution. However, allowing the patient to believe that an alternative diagnosis is primarily suspected (or not receive any early-phase diagnostic impressions) may reinforce and perpetuate unhelpful illness beliefs or health fears. For individuals who have been appropriately worked up in the ED, are appropriate for home discharge and in whom positive “rule-in” signs of FND have been clearly elicited on examination, we suggest that ED physicians (in close collaboration with neurologists when possible) provide a “suspected” diagnosis of FND to patients. This allows the conversation around a possible diagnosis of FND to be initiated with the patient while also emphasizing the importance of the subsequent complete evaluation by a neurologist in the outpatient (or inpatient) setting. The documentation of clinical examination signs or semiological features supportive of an FND diagnosis is particularly important given that patients with FND can have fluctuating symptoms. For instance, some individuals who present as highly symptomatic in the ED can subsequently present as asymptomatic in the outpatient setting, requiring the outpatient neurologist to rely heavily on the documented ED exam. In addition, patients can be encouraged to video record one to two typical events when symptomatic to allow such document to be brought in to their outpatient neurology visit.

Key points to emphasize in the effective communication about the diagnosis of FND include (1) discussing the suspected diagnosis based on clinical examination; (2) providing a clear name for the condition (e.g., FND); (3) discussing with patients that this condition is common, real, and treatable. It may be useful to explain to the patient in simple terms the physical exam findings that led to the diagnosis, as is illustrated in our case with Mrs. A. If successful, this communication helps ensure the patients feel validated about their symptoms or functional limitations, rather than feeling unheard by providers. Additionally, confidence in the diagnosis may reduce patients’ healthcare cost and enhance their engagement in outpatient referrals for further management. Several of these key points are illustrated in Fig. 4 featuring the case of Mrs. A.

In this vignette, the emergency physician is tasked with ensuring Mrs. A. understands that the suspected diagnosis is FND, particularly because she may not have fully absorbed it when initially presented to her. A simplified analogy (software vs. hardware problem) can sometimes be useful in helping patients understand the difference between their condition and others that they are highly concerned about. The multidisciplinary approach involving the neurologist, physical therapist, and the emergency physician communicating with each other and presenting a unified message to the patient helps instill confidence in the diagnosis and willingness to move forward with treatment planning. For further education on the topic of communicating the diagnosis, helpful material is available at www.neurosymptoms.org as well as other published material. In addition to a physical therapy (PT) evaluation, for those with upper extremity and/or fine motor impairments, an occupational therapy evaluation if available may also be helpful to triage patients’ needs.

**Treatment Planning**
The treatment of FND is a multidisciplinary effort that relies upon communication and collaboration among providers and the patient alike. The first step in treatment is effective communication of the diagnosis, as outlined earlier. Clinicians in the acute setting with adequate knowledge of the diagnosis should feel empowered to use this communication, especially...
bolstered by a team approach. Providing printed information and further resources (such as those available from www.neurosymptoms.org) may also help reinforce the validity and patient understanding of the diagnosis. Other specialists who may commonly take part in the evaluation in the ED setting include neurologists, physical therapists, occupational therapists, psychiatrists, and social workers. Utility of specialist evaluations in the emergency setting also includes important determinations about disposition, such as inpatient admission or acute rehabilitation for those with severe motor deficits or inpatient admission for further diagnostic testing (e.g., video EEG to establish a diagnosis of documented PNES\textsuperscript{81} and further assessment of severe comorbid pain, fatigue, and cognitive difficulties that may require additional triage and workup). Notably, although a psychiatric evaluation may be helpful for those patients with significant ongoing mental health symptoms (e.g., major depression, decompensated PTSD, and suicidality), most patients do not require a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation in the ED.

In our opinion, PT assessments may be a useful adjunct to triage discharge needs for patients with functional weakness and/or functional gait. To date, literature on PT evaluations in the emergency setting for FND is lacking. However, the utility of PT in the inpatient and outpatient settings for functional motor symptoms is well established, and there are published recommendations for its use.\textsuperscript{10,82–84} Given a wide spectrum of severity, some patients may benefit from inpatient rehabilitation for severe ambulatory dysfunction, whereas others may benefit from referral to outpatient or even in-home PT evaluations. Regardless of the disposition, it is important that the physical therapist treating the patient is familiar with the consensus recommendations developed by Nielsen et al.\textsuperscript{84} If this is not the case, the patient may be subject to unnecessary supportive devices or other well-intentioned interventions that may not promote recovery. The key concepts behind the consensus recommendations include normalizing illness beliefs, education about the diagnosis, and retraining movement. Retraining movement is achieved by reducing
selective attention to abnormal movement and demonstration that normal movement is possible. If the patient is being referred to a physical therapist who may not be familiar with these principles, it would be important for the patient to be provided with a printed version of these recommendations to present to their physical therapist.

Outpatient dispositions from the ED for FND symptoms are the most common. Given the complexity of FND presentations, a multidisciplinary approach should be pursued in the outpatient setting as well. Follow-up with a neurologist is important and likely a more detailed psychiatric and psychosocial screen is generally indicated to continue a thorough assessment of the patient’s predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating factors. Ultimately, the goal of this comprehensive assessment is to develop a neurobiopsychosocial formulation to inform an individualized treatment plan. Such treatment plans may involve ongoing follow-up with neurology, psychiatry, PT, occupational therapy, psychotherapy, and/or social work.

Conclusion
FND is a highly prevalent condition at the intersection of neurology and psychiatry, frequently presenting emergently. Increased familiarity and experience with FND by the emergency physician can further facilitate the coordinated, interdisciplinary approach that the effective assessment and management of FND demands. Identification and documentation of positive examination signs to help “rule-in” a diagnosis of FND may be a particularly helpful aspect of clinical care in the ED setting, particularly given that functional neurological symptoms can wax and wane. Future research is needed to investigate the optimal approaches to the assessment and management of patients who present to the ED with an acute FND presentation.
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